The influence of ovariectomy with or without estrogen replacement on responses of rat gracile nucleus neurons to stimulation of hindquarter skin and pelvic viscera.
Responses of neurons in the gracile nucleus (NG) of female rats to tactile and visceral stimulation change across the estrous cycle [J. Neurosci. 20 (2000) 7722]. To investigate estrogen's role in these changes, responses of NG neurons to tactile and visceral stimuli were examined in three groups: ovariectomized (OVX), OVX with estrogen replacement (OVX+E2), or sham OVX (tested in diestrus; shamOVX-D). The stimuli were: gentle brushing of hindquarter skin, pressure on the cervix, and distention of the uterus, vagina, or colon. After OVX, the magnitude of multi-unit responses to brushing the perineum, hip and tail, but not the foot and leg, were significantly reduced relative to shamOVX-D. OVX+E2 restored this magnitude to the same level as shamOVX-D, but not, as expected, to levels as large as previously observed in proestrus. After OVX, responses of single neurons to stimulation of the uterus, cervix, and colon were more likely to be excitatory (versus inhibitory) than they had been in cycling rats in proestrus (uterus, cervix) or diestrus (colon); OVX+E2 did not restore the inhibitory responses. In contrast, whereas all responses to vaginal distention after OVX were also excitatory, OVX+E2 in this case significantly restored the inhibitory responses. These findings provide further support for the conclusion that response characteristics of NG neurons are influenced by the rat's hormonal milieu, but also indicate that the influences are not a simple reflection of estrogen levels. The findings further suggest that NG is a component of neural systems that contribute to both reproductive behaviors and vaginal nociception.